Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices
Sector: Strategic partnerships for school Education

Project Reference Number

2014-1-ES01-KA201-003520_4

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant

St. Patrick's Salesian School

organisation)
Website of Sending Organisation

www.spmalta.org

Start and end date of project

01 September 2014 to 31 August 2016

Hosting Organisation/s

/

Website/s of Hosting Organisation/s

/

Countries represented in the project (apart from

Colegio Salesianos El Pilar, Spain

Malta)

St John Bosco College, UK
Collegio Don Bosco, Italy

Objectives of the project
 To develop the creativity and entrepreneurship skills through the implementation of new
teaching methodologies.
 To create a virtual company where all its departments are managed by the students
 To develop basic and transversal skills particularly entrepreneurship, languages, digital
skills and personal skills.

Target group
Young people between the ages of 14 and 16

Short description of beneficiary institution
St.Patrick’s Salesian School provides a supportive learning environment that allows students to
prosper academically and socially. Our small school environment creates a family-like setting where
students and staff work side-by-side towards the single goal of empowering the individual student
with a meaningful life-long education. Perhaps the hallmark of our school is the friendly atmosphere,
a characteristic much remarked upon by visitors. A friendly atmosphere breeds enthusiasm and
friendliness. The student’s right to learn can never be met unless first he feels safe and valued.
One of our goals is to offer our students a well-rounded education that will assist them in
maximizing their academic potential. We follow the National Curriculum Framework and provide
Vocational training. Each student is led according to his abilities, thus some sit for Matsec exams,
while others sit for the ECDL exams. Apart from the regular subjects such as Maltese, English,
Mathematics, Religion, Italian, Science, PE and Music we also offer students an opportunity to earn
experience in a number of vocational areas such as Media, Food Preparation and Design and
Technology.
However we do not measure success merely by certificates. We do our utmost to provide a range of
experiences that are diverse and broad enough to capture the interests and talents of all our
students. It is also our goal to expose them to ideas and challenges that they may never have had
the opportunity to discover. To that end, we offer a number of activities such as Art, Drama,
Backstage, Sports and the opportunity to be part of the Eko Skola team or the Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme. Participation in such activities enhances student confidence, builds resilience and
develops skills such as teamwork – all vital qualities if students are to maximise life’s opportunities.
We place great emphasis on mutual respect, spirituality, human formation and self expression
through creative arts. The school community encourages diversity and inclusiveness. It fosters a safe
environment that supports innovative and creative practice. Underpinning this is quality education
for all students.
Students also benefit from the support of the cooperation between staff, parents/carers and
relevant allied professionals who meet in order to formulate student priority. An individualised
educational program is implemented, evaluated and monitored for those students who need extra
help. We believe that students learn best in different ways and our experienced staff successfully
creates friendly, stimulating and engaging learning environments for all students by leading the way
in curriculum, pedagogy and assessment. We strive to provide the necessary support to students in
their journey towards adulthood as they try to achieve their goals and dreams.

Summary of results and impact
Through the 2 years of the project, we as educators learnt applied pedagogical methods to teach a
number of entrepreneurial skills through the school subjects. The students got the opportunity to
meet different professionals in the field such as an auditor, a marketing professional, a psychology
graduate with a human resources background, and a number of entrepreneurs. All students from
the four different countries had the opportunity to create their own company with different
departments to run it. The departments included: human resources, administration, marketing and
manufacturing. Each department worked as a team both locally and with the other participating
countries. Products were researched and fully developed and marketed by the students via a
number of platforms such as the school website, own website, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Students used school events such as school concerts and parents day to promote their material and
even accepted bookings via email. The profit made by the students was used to improve the school
facilities such as buying new equipment for the kitchen used by the students themselves and even
new books for the library.

Any Tools/Products Developed
Products: Soy Wax Candles, Cork top notice boards, Roll up Pencil Cases
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion, early school leaving, citizenship …
Entrepreneurship

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final report
‘A truly great experience that I
will never forget. I learnt so much
and made life long friends’
‘It was amazing that I got to take
part in such a project. It was my
first time and it I learnt so many
things that I can use in the future.’
‘I will never forget this project. I
learnt all about how a business
works, how to deal with difficult
customers, my leadership style
and how to go about marketing. It
was such a positive experience!’

Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices
Action Type: Strategic Partnerships for adult education
Project Reference Number

2015-1-MT01-KA204-003747

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)

Emergency Fire and Rescue Unit

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)

http://www.efru.org/

Start and end date of project

01/09/2015 – 31/08/2017

Hosting Organisation/s

Escola Portuguesa de Salvamento, Serve
On Ltd, edelweiss; ELITE TEAM SPECIAL
MISSIONS OF GREECE; Cyprus Civil
Protection Volunteer Corps

Website/s of Hosting Organisation/s

http://epssarteam.vr-sar.org;
www.serveon.org.uk;
www.gruppoedelweiss.it;

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta)

Portugal, UK, Italy, Greece, Cyprus

Objectives of the project
Europe has a number of rescue teams, which provide assistance to the general public in cases of
emergencies. These rescue organisations work on a voluntary basis and provide training to their volunteers
to equip them with the necessary knowledge of how to act in a particular situation. Before our project, the
working methods that used by volunteers during these rescue operations was not harmonised. Therefore,
volunteers from one organisation handle an emergency situation differently from volunteers of another
European rescue organisation. This creates problems when multiple organisations need to mobilise their
volunteers in order to meet the increasing demands for assistance in an emergency.
To this effect, six organisations came up with the idea of creating a Rescue Operations Manual containing
best practices and common working methods to be adopted for a number of rescue disciplines targeted by
this project. The six participant organisations will eventually adopt this rescue manual as a common training
document, altering their training curriculum to harmonise the manner by which volunteers act when they
are involved in rescue missions. This facilitates the deployment of multiple rescue teams working together,
making their response safer and more efficient.
Target group
The project targeted rescue teams, which provide assistance to the general public in cases of emergency,
with the intent of providing them with a manual that can be used as a common training document.

Short description of beneficiary institution
The Emergency Fire & Rescue Unit (EFRU) is a voluntary, non-profit organisation set up to provide backup to
the Emergency Authorities in Malta in the case of major disasters such as fires, flooding, building or structure
collapse, firework factory explosions and cases requiring complex rope access techniques. EFRU also assists
these authorities by providing first aid and fire cover backup during mass events such as major concerts or
festivals.
This service is also extended to other entities organising such events, most notably charity events, such as the
annual Puttinu Cares Foundation football marathon. As part of its Community Assistance Program (EFRUCAP), EFRU also seeks to provide awareness sessions in first aid and basic firefighting in schools and local
youth groups. Furthermore, EFRU goes beyond the Maltese territory by regularly training alongside similar
teams from other European countries simulating major disaster scenarios such as earthquakes, mass casualty
transport accidents and recovering injured people from confined spaces or difficult access locations.
To perform its mission, EFRU focuses on providing an organised unit, composed of fully trained rescuers.
These members are highly dedicated unpaid volunteers, from all walks of life. EFRU does not discriminate
against either age or sex, although the nature of the work done requires certain health standards to be met.
Due to the activities of the organisation and what is demanded from each individual member, EFRU seeks to
constantly provide training to its members. This is essential for a high quality standard in the operations and
missions we carry out. As an organisation providing training to others, it is also important that EFRU members
are well-trained themselves.
Following its inception 9 years ago, the Emergency Fire & Rescue Unit (EFRU) has been rather active in real
case scenarios. The training given to its members has been invaluable in first aid, in industrial fires, in saving
lives during accidents as well as during the recovery of dead victims from disasters.
Members of EFRU have been involved in various life saving and recovery situations such as:
a) Saving the lives of victims in fireworks factory explosions as well as location of victims in the same situation.
b) Saving lives of victims at sea during canoeing activities held in bad weather.
c) Assisting the Civil Protection Department (CPD) in the search and recovery of suspected drowned persons
at sea or in water reservoirs; casualties in collapsed buildings both at industrial and domestic sites; in various
industrial and dumped waste fires; in heavy rains and flooding where water is pumped out of homes
particularly in 2012.
d) Participating in government driven missions on foreign soils e.g. Libyan missions of humanitarian aid and
Search Dogs training near the end of the Libyan war.
e) EFRU is also the Official rescue team for Puttinu Cares – Children's Cancer Support Group. Thus, EFRU
holds first aid duty posts during their annual football marathon and treat serious and minor injuries on an
annual basis.
f) Members of EFRU assisted in the collection of food and drinks, which were collected, packed on pallets and
then put in 40 foot containers, during two wars – 1st during the Syrian war and 2nd during the first Libyan
outbreak as part of humanitarian aid.
g) EFRU also plays an important role in the community as it holds various informative and educational talks to
scouts, youths and school children with particular reference to fire awareness and basic first aid.
h) EFRU often provides assistance to other NGOs: for example, in 2011, it assisted the UNHCR in the set up of
tents at Hal Far for refugees.

Several of the items listed above involve the utilization of rescue disciplines mainly Urban Search and
Rescue, Rope Rescue, and urban Firefighting. Thus, EFRU has first-hand experience in these disciplines.
Furthermore, it engages in weekly training sessions for the benefit of all of its volunteer members. Annually
approximately 3 – 5 training opportunities are provided to small groups of volunteers, individual volunteers
or a complete rescue team on foreign soil. Continuous training ensures the quality of service that EFRU
provides to the local, European and international community.
Summary of results and impact
The result of this project culminated in the Rescue Operations Manual which was finished to high standards
and distributed during the conference. The rescue volunteers were provided with valuable experiences for
when they might be called to assist in major emergencies. The participant organisations are now able to
improve their training curriculum to make it more in
line with the common working methods in the rescue manual, to harmonize the training of their current and
future volunteers.
Other organisations that attended the final conference also had the opportunity to receive the rescue
manual and to network with other organisations with a view to cooperate together in the future.
Longer term benefits:
Harmonisation of training and networking of rescue organisations will ensure that more rescue volunteers
will be able to work safer and better-coordinated when working alongside one another in the event of major
emergencies thus providing a more efficient service to the community in the time of most need.
Any Tools/Products Developed
The creation of a Rescue Operations Manual The rescue operations manual was developed as an intellectual output to the project, by knowledgeable and
experienced persons from each organisation working together to build the contents of this manual, using
their expertise, and basing on discussions in the transnational meetings as well as from observations and
feedback obtained in the various rescue simulations held. Teams were observed working together, share
methodologies and apply them to the simulated rescue scenarios.
Teams in these three simulations were not constituted of individuals coming from different teams but rather
were made up of sub-teams coming from maximum two to three organisations. This provided the key
persons with different team dynamics in which to observe interoperability and best practices. Therefore,
these simulations helped the key persons to fine tune the content of the rescue manual. The intellectual
output (manual) was eventually presented during the multiplier event of the project (final conference), thus
promoting idea sharing and exchange of good practices, as per the aforementioned objective.
The partner organisations in this project are also founding members of the European
Association for Civil Protection Volunteer Teams (EVOLSAR). It is the aim of this
association to promote the Rescue Manual, as developed in this project, with all of its
member organisations, urging them to use this manual to enable them to align their
training and equipment thus extending the reach of the objectives of the project
beyond the project itself, sharing ideas and good practices in rescue across Europe.
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion, early school leaving, citizenship …
Up-skilling pathways.

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final report

Thanks to this Erasmus+ funded project, we have had a wide-ranging learning experience. The Emergency
Fire & Rescue Unit (EFRU) and its members had the opportunity to learn from other foreign rescue
organisations in areas that they are specialized in, while also contributing knowledge to the other
participants in areas that EFRU specializes in. Every participant in the activities of this project learnt how to
communicate better together even when language and cultural differences present a challenge. Talking of
culture, this project brought together volunteers from different countries across Europe and even beyond.
Participants in the project could mingle together to learn and even experience the different cultures that
each country has to offer. The project also presented an optimal opportunity to explore and understand the
possibility of multinational rescuer team deployment as rescuers from within EFRU and other country
organisations worked together in multinational teams during project rescue simulations.
For the project management team in EFRU, this was a very significant learning opportunity since the EFRU
was the lead organization for this project. This was the first funded project with such a substantial budget
and involving several foreign partner organisations, so it required meticulous planning and coordination to
see the project through successfully. The nature of the project outcome, the rescue manual, provided an
opportunity for the volunteers contributing to it to learn new skills not directly related to rescue, such as
writing book content, document editing and proofreading, illustration and photography as well as book
design, all of which processes were carried out in Malta thanks to Maltese EFRU volunteers keen and trained
in rescue.

Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices
Sector: Strategic partnerships for school Education
Project Reference Number

2015-1-MT01-KA201-003717

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant

MALTA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

organisation)

AGENCY

Website of Sending Organisation

www.mita.gov.mt

Start and end date of project

01 September 2015 to 31 August 2017

Hosting Organisation/s

St Margaret College, Malta
Universitat Fur Weiterbildung Krems, Austria
Nyströmska Skolan, Sweden
UNIVERSITA TA MALTA

Website/s of Hosting Organisation/s

http://smcsecondary.com/
https://www.donau-uni.ac.at/en/
http://www.soderkoping.se/nystromskagymnasiet/
https://www.um.edu.mt/ict

Countries represented in the project (apart from

St Margaret College, Malta

Malta)

Universitat Fur Weiterbildung Krems, Austria
Nyströmska Skolan, Sweden
UNIVERSITA TA MALTA

Objectives of the project
The main objective of the GBL4ESL project was to enhance educators’ digital competences and
equip them with game-based learning tools and methodologies. The GBL4ESL Toolkit developed
through this project (www.toolkit-gbl.com) is a platform that can be used by educators to search
for lesson plans and share game ideas to teach specific subjects such as Mathematics and English.
This project targeted students who were at risk of being early school leavers (ESL). The European
Union set the target to reduce ESL to 10% across member states by 2020. Malta had a high rate of
ESLs in 2013 (20.9%), and the Government aimed to reduce this rate over the years. Given that ESLs
are typically disengaged from the traditional curriculum and teaching methods, this project sought
to secure their interest by putting the student at the centre of the learning experience through GBL.

Target group
Educators and professionals from the education field.

Short description of beneficiary institution
Malta Information Technology Agency (MITA)
MITA is the central driver and implementer of the Government of Malta, including IT programmes
and initiatives, enhancing the public service delivery. It also provides the infrastructure needed to
execute the ICT services to Government and to the Maltese citizens. MITA is also responsible to
propagate further use of ICT in society and economy at large through promoting and delivering
programmes to enhance ICT education and the use of ICT as a learning tool. MITA implements
projects that bridge the digital divide, promote the use of technology in all aspects of society, and
encourage professional development and lifelong learning.

Summary of results and impact
Key project outputs:
1. Toolkit: Educators can find meaningful games that have been tried and tested with
students, as well as projects explaining how these games can be used in education and
with which student cohort they work best.
2. Guidebook: The consortium has created a practical guide for educators. The guidebook
contains examples of games and lesson plans that can be used to teach English and
Mathematics.
Both the Toolkit and guidebook were widely disseminated amongst the GBL4ESL network
and beyond.
3. Recommendations & best practices document to influence policy makers’ perceptions
and future actions, and encourage educators to support GBL, create new initiatives,
and try it out in class.
Impact
During the project implementation, games have been used both as an introduction to a lesson and
as a consolidation at the end of the topic by participating educators. Games have also been used
for fun and to stimulate creativity. It is understood that students are more engaged and teachers
are better able to give individual attention to the students during game play. This methodology also
fosters learning at one's own pace, which is particularly suited for classes with a range of abilities.
Furthermore, it enhances peer collaboration as students help and support each other to succeed.
Games have also been used to tackle specific objectives with low ability students as they allow
students to achieve and build their self-confidence. At the end of the project a small research study

was carried out by the consortium. It is clear that educators require a pragmatic overview and
support in implementing a GBL approach to teaching. In fact, circa 75% of the educators who
responded to the online survey, feel the need of professional support in implementing game-based
learning in their own context.
Any Tools/Products Developed
Toolkit: https://toolkit-gbl.com
Guidebook: https://mita.gov.mt/en/DigitalOutReach/gamebasedlearning/Pages/GBL4ESLGuidebook.aspx
Specific theme e.g. employability, social exclusion, early school leaving, citizenship …
Early school leaving
Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final report
Maths & Computing
During
the
project
implementation,
we realised that
the promise of
pleasantlyfrustrating
problem-solving
presented in a
gamification
approach
is
intriguing for all
students,
irrespective of
their academic
achievement or
their motivation
towards
learning. We tried out a GBL approach with a variety of students, starting from Maths Club and
Computing high-achieving students, to students with initiatives in the school’s Students’ Council
along with the Core Curriculum program students, where we integrated gamification approaches
even in assessing the learning obtained in the low-track programs aimed at these potential early
school leavers. Learning through games was also enjoyed by students in the gaming club; a midday break club that attracted students of different abilities. A recreational approach to GBL with a
curricular element was also used through the monthly Maths competitions, where students in the
Maths Club designed puzzles to present to their fellow school-mates and then declared a monthly
winner.
Marlene Galea & Dorienne Grech – educators at St. Margaret’s College Malta

